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Ones to Watch: The
Rising Art Stars of
2020
As we enter a new decade, these are the
artists who will see their star rise this
year. Keep your eyes peeled for these
future greats—you’re going to be seeing
a whole lot more of them in 2020.

Installation view of Adam Christensen, I’m Not Done With You Yet at
Goldsmiths CCA. Photo © Andy Stagg

Performance: Adam
Christensen
The nuances of social interactions, as well as the highly
social construction of the self, are languidly drawn out
by Adam Christensen in his theatrical performances,
which explore the ﬂuidity of identity and gender. In
Criminal Longing 3, a solo exhibition at Almanac in
January 2019, Christensen drew upon his own personal
experiences to revitalise the everyday as a spectacle in
itself, while also exploring love and desire via an alterego. A major solo exhibition at Goldsmiths CCA in May
2019 saw Christensen stage a series of exuberant
performances, inspired by the legacy of disco culture in
1970s New York, bringing together textiles, costumes
and stage set installations. Often interacting with his
audience, he sets out to break down the boundaries
between fantasy and reality, everyday life and ﬁction,
dreams and domesticity. His unique outlook has not
gone unnoticed; he was recently announced as one of
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the recipients of this year’s Paul Hamlyn Foundation
Awards for Artists, worth £60,000, which supports
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individuals at a timely moment in their careers. (Louise
Benson)

Photography: Nathan Beard
Hand gestures, enormous nail extensions and some
serious bedazzling all play an important part in Nathan
Beard’s interrogation of his dual identity. The Australian
artist looks to his family photos, ritual performance,
artefacts and the politics of display to consider his
relationship to his Thai heritage; the manner in which
Thailand has been packaged up and presented to
overseas audiences, and what he terms “the emotional
entanglements I have towards the gesture as a cultural
expression”. Though his work has always used
unorthodox forms of mixed media—particularly
Swarovski crystals—his recent exhibition at Cool
Change Contemporary in Perth utilized experimental
forms of display including gigantic hands complete with
enormous, surreal nail extensions and elaborately
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montaged images that present both traditional
sculptural gestures and contemporary aesthetics. It’s an
exciting new direction that subverts the colonial
spectres of museums displays, as well as our own
preoccupations with speciﬁc cultural signiﬁers. I cannot
wait to see what he has in store for 2020. (Holly Black)
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Cassi Namoda, Smiling Woman in Angoche, 2019

Painting: Cassi Namoda
As art history has continued to be revised in the last ten
years, the female gaze has become an undeniable
presence in ﬁgurative painting, and there has been no
shortage of groundbreaking young painters pushing the
medium ever more into the present: the 2010s have
seen the breakthroughs of artists like Njideka Akunyili
Crosby, Toyin Ojih Odutola (whose work comes to the
UK for the ﬁrst time in February 2020), Lina Iris Viktor,
Chloe Wise, Joy Labinjo and Robin F Williams, to name
drop just a few. One talent you might not yet have heard
of is Cassi Namoda, a nomadic, Maputo-born painter
whose soft, loose strokes in a warm palette use both
historical archive material, literature and personal
memories to create a series of compelling characters,
romantic and sometimes melancholic. Namoda is yet
another young painter bringing her unique life
experiences into painting and creating something
entirely new from the age-old medium. We can’t wait to
see her ﬁrst London exhibition, opening 24 January at
Pippy Houldsworth, where she will be doing a
performance with tea leaves harvested from her
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grandfather’s region with an original colonial tea set,
activating some of the histories, personal and collective,
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that inform her paintings. (Charlotte Jansen)

Multidisciplinary: Gabrielle
Goliath
“I am always very attentive to the dynamics and politics
of site, context and audiences—whether a work is
travelling from Johannesburg to Cape Town, or further
aﬁeld to São Paulo or Munich. And for me it is a given
that none of these sites present themselves as
homogenous cultural spaces, but are inﬂected by
intersecting experiences and positions of diﬀerence”,
artist Gabrielle Goliath says. Her deeply emotive, long
term performance project, Elegy (awarded the Future
Generation Special Prize at Venice in 2019) is one
example: located within the speciﬁcs of rape culture in
South Africa, it also relates unwaveringly to systemic
patriarchal, gender-based violence around the world.
Goliath was also the recipient of the 2019 Standard Bank
Young Artist Award for Visual Art, and exhibited at
Goodman Gallery’s inaugural exhibition in October with
a text excerpt from a new body of work, I’ve Grown
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